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Abstract
Context: Static analysis exploits techniques that parse program source code or bytecode, often traversing program paths to
check some program properties. Static analysis approaches have been proposed for different tasks, including for assessing the
security of Android apps, detecting app clones, automating test cases generation, or for uncovering non-functional issues related to
performance or energy. The literature thus has proposed a large body of works, each of which attempts to tackle one or more of the
several challenges that program analysers face when dealing with Android apps.
Objective: We aim to provide a clear view of the state-of-the-art works that statically analyse Android apps, from which we
highlight the trends of static analysis approaches, pinpoint where the focus has been put, and enumerate the key aspects where
future researches are still needed.
Method: We have performed a systematic literature review (SLR) which involves studying 124 research papers published in
software engineering, programming languages and security venues in the last 5 years (January 2011 - December 2015). This review
is performed mainly in five dimensions: problems targeted by the approach, fundamental techniques used by authors, static analysis
sensitivities considered, android characteristics taken into account and the scale of evaluation performed.
Results: Our in-depth examination has led to several key findings: 1) Static analysis is largely performed to uncover security
and privacy issues; 2) The Soot framework and the Jimple intermediate representation are the most adopted basic support tool and
format, respectively; 3) Taint analysis remains the most applied technique in research approaches; 4) Most approaches support
several analysis sensitivities, but very few approaches consider path-sensitivity; 5) There is no single work that has been proposed
to tackle all challenges of static analysis that are related to Android programming; and 6) Only a small portion of state-of-the-art
works have made their artefacts publicly available.
Conclusion: The research community is still facing a number of challenges for building approaches that are aware altogether
of implicit-Flows, dynamic code loading features, reflective calls, native code and multi-threading, in order to implement sound
and highly precise static analyzers.

1. Introduction
Since its first commercial release in September 2008, the
Android mobile operating system has witnessed a steady adoption by the manufacturing industry, mobile users, and the software development community. Just a few years later, in 2015,
there were over one billion monthly active Android users, meanwhile its official market (Google Play) listed more than 1.5 million apps. This adoption is further realised at the expense of
other mobile systems, since Android accounts for 83.1% of the
mobile device sales in the third quarter of 2014 [1], driving a
momentum which has created a shift in the development community to place Android as a “priority” target platform [2].
Because Android apps now pervade all user activities, illdesigned and malicious apps have become big threats that can
lead to damages of varying severity (e.g., app crashes, financial
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losses with malware sending premium-rate SMS, reputation issues with private data leaks, etc). Data from anti-virus vendors
and security experts regularly report on the rise of malware in
the Android ecosystem. For example, G DATA has reported
that the 560,671 new Android malware samples collected in the
second quarter of 2015 revealed a 27% increase, compared to
the malware distributed in the first quarter of the same year [3].
To deal with the aforementioned threats, the research community has investigated various aspects of Android development, and proposed a wide range of program analyses to identify syntactical errors and semantic bugs [4, 5], to discover sensitive data leaks [6, 7], to uncover vulnerabilities [8, 9], etc. In
most cases, these analyses are performed statically, i.e., without actually running the Android app code, in order not only to
ensure scalability when targeting thousands of apps in stores,
but also to guarantee a traversal of all possible execution paths.
Unfortunately, static analysis of Android programs is not a trivial endeavour since one must account for several specific features of Android, to ensure both soundness and completeness
of the analysis. Common barriers to the design and implemenMarch 6, 2017

tation of performant tools include the need to support Dalvik
bytecode analysis or translation, the absence of a main entry
point to start the call graph construction and the constraint to
account for event handlers through which the whole Android
program works. Besides these specific challenges, Android carries a number of challenges for the analysis of Java programs,
such as how to resolve the targets of Java reflection statements
and deal with dynamic code loading. Thus, despite much efforts
in the community, state-of-the-art tools are still challenged by
their lack of support for some analysis features. For example,
the state-of-the-art FlowDroid [6] taint analyzer cannot track
data leaks across components since it is unaware of the Android
Inter-Component Communication (ICC) scheme. More recent
tools which focus on ICC calls may not account for reflective
calls.
Because of the variety of concerns in static analysis of Android apps, it is important for the field, which has already produced substantial amount of approaches and tools, to reflect on
what has already been done, and on what remains to do. Although a recent survey [10] on securing Android has mentioned
some well-known static analysis approaches, a significant part
of current works has been skipped from the study. Furthermore,
the study only focused on general aspects of Android security
research, neglecting basic characteristics about the static analyses used, and missing an in-depth analysis of the support for
some Android-specific features (e.g., XML Layout, or ICC).
This paper is an attempt to fulfill the need of a comprehensive study for static analysis of Android apps. To reach our
goal, we performed a systematic literature review (SLR) of such
approaches. After identifying thoroughly the set of related research publications, we perform a trend analysis and provide a
detailed overview on key aspects of static analysis of Android
apps such as the characteristics of static analysis, the Androidspecific features, the addressed problems (e.g. security or energy leaks) and also some evaluation-based empirical results.
Finally, we summarize the current limitations of static analysis
of Android apps and point out potential new research directions.
The main contributions of this paper are:

The paper continues as follows. Section 2 explains the necessary background on static analysis and on the Android system. Section 3 describes the methodology we followed for the
literature review. Section 4 presents the data we extract from
the primarily selected papers and Section 5 leverages the data
that we extract to answer the proposed research questions. In
Section 6 and Section 7, we discuss our findings and the potential threats to the validity of this study, respectively. Section 8
discusses related work and Section 9 concludes this paper.
2. Background Information on Android and Static Analysis
We now provide to the reader the preliminary details which
are necessary to understand the purpose, techniques and key
concerns of the various research work that we have reviewed.
Mainly, we summarize the different aspects of static analysis
in general in Section 2.1 before revisiting some details of the
Android programming model in Section 2.2.
2.1. Concepts of Static Program Analysis
Static program analysis generally involves an automated tool
that takes as input the source code (or object code in some
cases) of a program, examines this code without executing it,
and yields results by checking the code structure, the sequences
of statements, and how variable values are processed throughout the different function calls. The main advantage of static
analysis is that all the code is analyzed. This differs from dynamic analysis where portions of code could only be executed
under some specific conditions that could never be met during the analysis phase. A typical static analysis process starts
by representing the analyzed app code to some abstract models
(e.g., call graph, control-flow graph, or UML class/sequence diagram) based on the purpose of analysis. Those abstract models actually provide a simplified interface for supporting upperlevel client analyses such as taint analysis. Other information,
such as the values of variables (e.g., propagated from constant
values) at different statements of the CFG can also be collected
to allow the static analysis to support more in-depth verification, e.g., through data-flow analysis.
We now briefly summarize the key concepts of static analysis, including the main analysis techniques (in Section 2.1.1),
the construction of call graphs (in Section 2.1.2) and the call
graph enrichment related techniques (in Section 2.1.3). For
more details, we encourage interested readers to refer to the
doctoral dissertation of Alexandre Bartel [11], a co-author of
this literature review.
Note that in this section, we will mainly focus on detailing call graphs for static analysis, instead of other representations such as UML class/sequence diagram. The main reason for this emphasis on call graphs is that, to the best of our
knowledge, most relevant research works that perform interprocedural analysis on object-oriented programs (e.g., Android
apps) have somehow leveraged call graphs in their analyses.
This observation is also confirmed by the primary publications
selected in this SLR. Although other representations (e.g., UMLbased instead of call graph) are also possible for facilitating

• We build a comprehensive and searchable repository3 of
research works dealing with static analysis for Android
apps. These works are categorized following several criteria related to their support of common analysis characteristics as well as Android-specific concerns.
• We analyze in detail key aspects of static analysis to summarize the research efforts and the reached results.
• We further enumerate the limitations of current static analysis approaches (on Android) and provide insights for potential new research directions.
• Finally, we provide a trend analysis on this research field
to report on the latest focus as well as the level of maturity
in key analysis problems.
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public class MyOjbect {
public static void main ( String [] args ) {
MyOtherObject o = new MyOtherObject () ;
if ( args . length == 2) {
o . method1 (2) ;
} else {
o . method2 ( " hi ! " ) ;
}
}
}

main

public class MyOtherObject {
int a = 0;
public MyOtherObject () {
this . a = 3;
}
public void method1 ( int i ) {
this . a += i ;
if ( i == 55)
this . method1 (55)
}
public void method2 ( String s ) {
this . a += s . size () ;
}
public void method3 ( int j ) {
this . method2 ( j ) ;
this . method2 ( j ) ;
}
}

<init>

method1

method2

size

(a) A Java program

(b) Corresponding Call Graph

Figure 1: Source Code of a two-classes Java program and its Call Graph Generated from the main Method

the process of static analysis, call graph is more widely used
in the community. A possible reason for this trend could be
that many static approaches, which statically analyze Android
apps, are implemented on top of well-known frameworks such
as Soot [12] and WALA [13] that provide, by default, off-theshelf call graph construction facilities, making call graph construction a common step for inter-procedural static analysis.

2.1.2. Call-Graph Construction
Because Android supports the object-oriented programming
scheme with the Java language, in the remainder of this section
we focus on the analysis of Object-Oriented programs. Such
programs are made of classes, each representing a concept (e.g.
a car) and including a set of fields to represent other objects
(e.g., wheels) and a set of methods containing code to manipulate objects (e.g, drive the car forward). The code in a method
can call other methods to create instances of objects or manipulate existing objects.
A program usually starts with a single entry point referred
to in Java as the main method. A quick inspection of the main
method’s code can list the method(s) that it calls. Then, iterating this process on the code of the called methods leads to
the construction of a directed graph (e.g., see Figure 1), commonly known as the call graph in program analysis. Although
the concept of a call graph is standard in static analysis approaches, different concerns, such as precision requirements,
may impact the algorithms used to construct a program’s call
graph. For Java programs, a number of popular algorithms have
been proposed, including CHA [15], RTA [16], VTA [17], Andersen [18], Steensguard [19], etc., each being more or less sensitive to different properties of program executions. We detail
some of the main properties below to allow a clear differentiation between research works in the literature. These properties are illustrated in Figure 2 with example code snippets and
the corresponding call graphs extracted in both cases where the
property holds and where it does not.

2.1.1. Analysis Techniques
Control-flow analysis. A control-flow analysis is a technique to
show how hierarchical flow of control within a given program
are sequenced, making all possible execution paths of a program analyzable. Usually, the control sequences are expressed
as a control-flow graph (CFG), where each node represents a
basic block of code (statement or instruction) while each directed edge indicates a possible flow of control between two
nodes.
Data-flow analysis. A data-flow analysis [14] is a technique to
compute at every point in a program a set of possible values.
This set of values depends on the kind of problem that has to
be solved using data-flow analysis. For instance, in the reaching definition problem, one wants to know the set of definitions
(e.g., statements such as int x = 3;) reachable at every program point. In that particular problem, the set of possible values
at program point P is the set of definitions that reaches P (i.e.,
the variable is not redefined before it reaches P).
Points-to analysis. Points-to analysis consists of computing a
static abstraction of all the data that a pointer expression (or
just a variable) can point to during program run-time.

Flow Sensitivity. A flow-sensitive CG is a CG that is aware of
the order of program statements. In the illustrative example of
Figure 2a, a Human instance is first created and referred to by
3

Code Snippet

Sensitive Call-Graph
flowSensitivity

Insensitive Call-Graph
flowSensitivity

1 public void fl o wS en s it iv it y () {
2
Animal a = new Human () ;
3
a . walk () ;
4
a = new Cat () ;
5 }

Human.walk

Human.walk

Cat.walk

(a) Flow Sensitivity

path1
1 public void pa th S en si ti v it y () {
2
Animal a = null :
3
if ( condition ) {
4
a = new Human () ;
5
} else {
6
a = new Cat () ;
7
}
8
a . walk () ;
9 }

(condition
is true)

path2
(condition

pathSensitivity

is false)

Human.walk
Human.walk

Cat.walk

Cat.walk

(b) Path Sensitivity
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public void f i e l d S e n s i t i v i t y () {
C c1 = new C () ;
C c2 = new C () ;
c1 . f1 = new Human () ;
c2 . f1 = new Cat () ;
c1 . f1 . walk () ;
}
public class C {
Animal f1 ;
}

fieldSensitivity

Human.walk

fieldSensitivity

Human.walk

Cat.walk

(c) Field Sensitivity
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public void c o n t e x t S e n s i t i v i t y () {
Human h = new Human () ;
Cat c = new Cat () ;
Animal a = method ( c ) ;
a = method ( h ) ;
a . walk () ;
}
public Animal method ( Animal a ) {
return a ;
}

contextSensitivity

Human.walk

contextSensitivity

Human.walk

Cat.walk

(d) Context Sensitivity
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public void o b j e c t S e n s i t i v i t y () {
Contains c1 = new Contains () ;
Contains c2 = new Contains () ;
c1 . setAnimal ( new Human () ) ;
c2 . setAnimal ( new Cat () ) ;
c1 . animal . walk () ;
}
public class Contains {
Animal animal ;
public void setAnimal ( Animal a ) {
this . animal = a ;
}
}

objectSensitivity

Human.walk

objectSensitivity

Human.walk

(e) Object Sensitty

Figure 2: Five Examples of Sensitivity cases in Static Analysis of Object-Oriented Programs.

4

Cat.walk

the Animal reference a. Then, method walk is called on a. At
execution time, only method Human.walk is called at this point
(line 3). Subsequently, the program associates the variable a
to a new instance of Cat. In the construction of the CG we
are interested in the building a directed graphs between method
calls, i.e., flowSensitivity (line 1) and walk (line 3) in our
case. When the CG is flow-sensitive, it contains a single edge
since, at line 3, a can only refer to a Human object. If the CG
is flow-insensitive, then, the order of positions of statements
can be switched between lines 3 and 4. Thus, the CG must
consider the case where a refers to a Cat object when a.walk is
called. The flow-insensitive CG therefore contains two edges:
one from flowSensitivity to Human.walk and another to
Cat.walk. While in some cases a flow-insensitive CG may be
sufficient (e.g., to count the existence of certain APIs), in other
cases, it brings imprecision which will necessarily lead to false
positives (i.e., incorrect results) in the analysis.

context in which the different methods are called. In particular,
this context can be modeled by considering the call site (i.e.,
context sensitivity) or by modeling the allocation site of method
objects (i.e., object sensitivity).
Context Sensitivity. In a context-sensitive analysis, when analysing
the target of a function call, one keeps track of the calling context. This information may allow to go back and forth to and
from the original call site with precision, instead of trying out
all possible call sites in the program. In the illustrative example
of Figure 2d, at line 6, method walk is called by object a. Considering a context-sensitive analysis, each method call is modeled independently. That is, for the first method call (line 4), the
model of the parameter points to c and the return value model
points to c. For the second method call (line 5), the model of
the parameter points to h and the return value model points to h.
Thus, only method Human.walk is added to the call graph. On
the other hand, a context-insensitive analysis has only a single
model of the parameter and a single model of the return value
for a given method. Consequently, in a context-insensitive analysis the model of the parameter points to c and h and the return
value to c and h. Thus, a context-insensitive approach has both
methods Human.walk and Cat.walk in the call graph.

Path Sensitivity. A path-sensitive CG takes the execution path
into account. In the illustrative example of Figure 2b, depending on the value of the condition in line 3, when the execution reaches line 8, a may refer to a Human object or a Cat
object. Thus, when path-sensitivity is taken into account, two
graphs must be produced, one for each path: in path1 , at line 8,
a points to a Human object and thus method Human.walk is the
one included in the CG. On the other hand, in path2 , a points
to a Cat object and thus method Cat.walk is in the call graph.
In contrast, when building a path-insensitive CG, at line 8, a
points to both a Human object and a Cat, and the graph would
thus contain both method Human.walk and method Cat.walk.
Overall, path-sensitivity brings a scalability challenge for large
programs where there can be an exponential number of execution paths.

Object Sensitivity. An object-sensitive approach is a contextsensitive approach that distinguishes invocations of methods
made on different objects. Take the code snippet of Figure 2e
as an example. At lines two and three, two Contains objects
are instantiated. Variables c1 and c2 refer to these objects. The
class Contains has an instance field animal of type Animal and
an instance method setAnimal to associate a value with field
animal. At line four, method setAnimal is called on c1 with
a Human object as parameter. At line five, method setAnimal is called on c2 with a Cat object as parameter. Finally, at
line six, method walk is called on the animal field of object
c1. At lines four and five, an object-insensitive approach would
consider c1 and c2 as the same receiver. The result would be
that the method calls at line four and six cannot distinguish between the receiver and model c1 and c2 as a unique object of
type Contains. Thus, method walk called at line six is represented by two methods in the call graph: Human.walk and
Cat.walk. On the other hand, an object-sensitive approach
would have model c1 and c2 separately for each call of setAnimal. Thus, the call at line six would only be represented
by method Human.walk in the call graph.

Field Sensitivity. A field-sensitive approach models each field
of each object. Take the code snippet of Figure 2c as an example. At lines 2 and 3, c1 and c2 are separately assigned to
new C objects, which contain a Animal field. At line 4, the
field of c1, (i.e., c1.f1), points to a new Human object while
at line 5, the field of c2, (i.e., c2.f1), points to a new Cat object. As a result of field-sensitive analysis, at line 6, the model
of c1.f1 can only point to a Human object and only method
Human.walk is in the field-sensitive call graph. On the other
hand, a field-insensitive approach, which only models each field
of each class of objects4 . This means that in the example field
c1.f1 and c2.f1 have the same model. Thus, at line 5 f1
points to a Human object and a Cat object and both method Human.walk and Cat.walk are in the field-insensitive call graph.

2.2. Static Analysis of Android Programs
Android apps are mainly built around one or several of the
four (4) types of components whose possible interactions are
illustrated in Figure 3 :

2.1.3. Graph Enrichment
During, or after, call-graph construction, the static analysis purposes may require supplementary information about the

1. an Activity represents the visible part of Android apps,
i.e., the user interfaces;
2. a Service, which is dedicated to executing (time-intensive)
tasks in the background;

4 Theoretically, a field-insensitive analysis may not even take fields into con-

sideration. However, this kind of analysis is unlikely to be used with objectoriented languages like Java/Android. Thus, in this work, we take all the cases
that are not field-sensitivity as field-insensitivity.

3. a Broadcast Receiver waits to receive user-specific events
as well as system events (e.g., the phone is rebooted);
5

4. a Content Provider acts as a standard interface for other
components/apps to access structured data.

Android App

startActivity(intent)
Activity1

Component Lifecycle. In Android, unlike in Java or C, different components of an application, have their own lifecycle.
Each component indeed implements its lifecyle methods which
are called by the Android system to start/stop/resume the component following environment needs. For example, an application in the background (i.e., invisible lifetime), can first be
stopped, when the system is under memory pressure, and later
be restarted when the user attempts to put it in the foreground.
Unfortunately, because these lifecycle methods are not directly
connected to the execution flow, they hinder the soundness of
some analysis scenarios.

Activity2
Component

Service

Broadcast
Receiver

Content
Provider

Explicit ICC
Implicit ICC

Figure 3: Overview of basic concepts of Android apps.

Android components communicate with one another through
specific methods, such as startActivity(), which are used to trigger inter-component communications (ICC). ICC methods take
an Intent object as a parameter (except Content Provider-related
ICC methods) which includes information about the target component that the source component wants to communicate with.
There are two types of ICC interactions: explicit ICC where the
intent object contains the name of the target component, and
implicit ICC where the intent object specifies instead the capability/action that the target component must have (e.g., a web
browser to open a url). In order for a component to be considered as a potential target of an implicit ICC, it must specify an
Intent Filter in its Manifest configuration file, declaring what
kind of Intents it is capable of handling, i.e., what kind of actions it can perform.

User/System Events. Besides lifecycle methods, methods for
handling user events (e.g., UI actions) and system events (e.g.,
low memory event, GPS location changes event [20]) constitute
a challenge for static analysis of Android apps. Indeed, as such
events can be fired at any time, static analysers cannot build
and maintain a reliable model of the events [21]. It is further
expensive to consider all the possible variants of a given model,
due to limited resources [22, 23]. Nevertheless, not taking into
account paths that include event-related methods may render
some analysis scenarios unsound.
Inter-Component Communication (ICC). Android has put in
place a specific mechanism for allowing an application’s components to exchange messages through the system to components of the same application or of other applications. This
communication is usually triggered by specific methods, hereafter referred to as ICC methods. ICC methods use a special parameter, containing all necessary information, to specify their
target components and the action requested. Similarly to the
lifecycle methods, ICC methods are actually processed by the
system who is in charge of resolving and brokering it at runtime. Consequently, static analyzer will find it hazardous to
hypothesize on how components connect to one another unless
using advanced heuristics. As an example, FlowDroid, one of
the most-advanced static analyzers for Android, fails to take
into account ICCs in its analysis.

2.2.1. Android-specific Analysis Challenges
We now enumerate some challenges for static analysis that
are mainly due to Android peculiarities.
Dalvik bytecode. Android apps are primarily developed in Java,
but are compiled into Dex bytecode that runs in Dalvik virtual
machine (now ART), which features a register-based instruction
model. Although, there existing open-source repositories where
many apps source code is shared, developers use official/commercial markets to distribute their APKs. Thus, in practice, a
static analyzer for Android must be capable of directly tackling Dalvik bytecode, or at least of translating it to a supported
format. Thus, most Java source code and bytecode analyzers,
which could have been leveraged, are actually useless in the
Android ecosystem. As an example, the mature FindBugs5 tool,
which has demonstrated its capabilities to discover bugs in Java
bytecode, can not readily be exploited for Android programs,
since an additional step is required to transforms Android APKs
into Java Jars.

Libraries. An Android apk is a standalone package containing
a Dalvik bytecode consisting of the actual app code and all library suites, such as advertisement libraries and burdensome
frameworks. These libraries may represent thousands of lines
of code, leading to the size of actual app to be significantly
smaller than the included libraries. This situation causes two
major difficulties: (1) the analysis of an app may spend more
time vetting library code than the real code; (2) the analysis results may comprise too many false positives due to the analysis
of library “dead code”. As an example, analyzing all method
calls in an apk to discover the set of permissions required may
lead to listing permissions which are not actually necessary for
the actual app code.

Program entry point. Unlike programs in most general programming languages such as Java and C, Android apps do not
have a main method. Instead, each app program contains several entry points which are called by the Android framework at
runtime. Consequently, it is tedious for a static analyzer to build
a global call graph of the app. Instead, the analyzer must first
search for all entry-points and build several call graphs with no
assurance on how these graphs may connect to each other.

2.2.2. Java-inherited Challenges
Since Android apps are mainly written in Java, developers of static analyzers for such apps are faced with the same

5 http://findbugs.sourceforge.net
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• Finally, we perform a lightweight backward-snowballing
on the selected publications, the final list of papers is
hereafter referred to as primary publications/studies (cf.
Section 3.4).

challenges as with Java programs, including the issues of handling dynamic code loading, reflection, native code integration,
multi-threading and the support of polymorphism.
Reflection. In the case of dynamic code loading and reflective calls, it is currently difficult to statically handle them. The
classes that are loaded at runtime are often practically impossible to analyze since they often sit in remote locations, or may
be generated on the fly.

Given the high number of publications relevant to the systematic literature review that we undertake to conduct, we must
devise a strategy of review which guarantees that each publication is investigated thoroughly and that the extracted information is reliable. To that end, we further proceed with the
following steps:

Native Code. Addressing the issue of native code is a different
research adventure. Most of the time, such code comes in a
compiled binary format, making it difficult to analyze.

• First, we assign the primary publications to the authors
of this SLR who will share the heavy workload of paper
examinations.

Multi-threading. Analyzing multi-threaded programs is challenging as it is complicated to characterize the effect of the interactions between threads. Besides, to analyze all interleavings
of statements from parallel threads usually result in exponential
analysis times.

• Then, each primary publication is fully reviewed by the
SLR author to whom it was attributed. Based on their reviews, each SLR author must fill a common spreadsheet
with relevant information in categories that were previously enumerated.

Polymorphism. Finally, polymorphic features also add extra
difficulties for static analysis. As an example, let us assume
that method m1 of class A has been overridden in class B (B
extends A). For statement a.m1 (), where a is an instance of A, a
static analyzer in default will consider the body of m1 () in A instead of the actual body of m1 () in B, even if a was instantiated
from B (e.g., with A a = new B()). This obvious situation is
however tedious to resolve in practice by most static analyzers
and thus leads to unsound results.

• To ensure that the review information for a given paper
is reliable, we first cross-check these reviews among reviewers. Then, once all information is collected, we engage in a self-checking process where we forward our
findings to the authors of the reviewed papers. These
authors then confirm our investigation results or demonstrate any inaccuracies in the classifications.
• Eventually, we report on the findings to the research community.

3. Methodology for the SLR
The methodology that we followed for this SLR is based
on the guidelines provided by Kitchenham [24] and which have
already been used by other SLRs [25]. Figure 4 illustrates the
protocol that we have designed to conduct the SLR:

3.1. Research Questions
This SLR aims to address the following research questions:
RQ1: What are the purposes of the Analyses? With this
research question, we will survey the various issues targeted by
static analysis, i.e., the concerns in the Android ecosystem that
researchers attempt to resolve by statically analyzing app code.
RQ2: How are the analyses designed and implemented?
In this second research question, we study in detail the depth
of analysis that are developed by researchers. To that end, we
investigate the following sub-questions:
RQ 2.1: What code representations are used in the analysis
process? To facilitate analysis with existing frameworks, analyses often require that the app byte code be translated back to
Java or other intermediate representations.
RQ 2.2: What fundamental techniques are used by the community of static analysis of Android apps?
RQ 2.3: What sensitivity-related features are applied?
RQ 2.4: What Android-specific characteristics are taken
into account?
RQ3: Are the research outputs publicly available? With
this research question, we are interested in investigating whether
the developed tools are readily available to practitioners and/or
the reported experiments can be reproduced by other researchers.
For each technical contribution, we check that the data sets used

• In a first step we define the research questions motivating
this SLR, and subsequently identify the relevant information to collect from the publications in the literature (cf.
Section 3.1).
• Then, we enumerate the different search keywords that
will allow us to crawl the largest possible set of relevant
publications within the scope of this SLR.
• The search process itself is conducted following two scenarios: the first one considers the well-known publication
repositories, while the second one focuses on the lists of
publications from top venues, including both conferences
and journals (cf. Section 3.2).
• To limit our study to very relevant papers, we apply exclusion criteria on the search results, thus filtering out
papers of likely limited interest (cf. Section 3.3).
• Then we merge the sets of results from both search scenarios to produce the overall list of publications to review. We further consolidate this list by applying another
set of exclusion criteria based on the content of the papers’ abstracts (cf. Section 3.3).
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in the validation of approaches are available, and that the experimental protocol is described in detail.
RQ4: What challenges remain to be addressed? Finally,
with this fourth research question we survey the issues that have
not yet benefited from a significant research effort. To that end,
we investigate the following questions:
RQ 4.1: To what extent are the enumerated analysis challenges covered? We survey the proportion of research approaches
that account for reflective calls, native code, multi-threading,
etc.
RQ 4.2: What are the trends in the analyses? We study
how the focus of researchers evolved over time and whether
this correlates with the needs of practitioners.

3.2.2. Search datasets
As shown in Fig. 4, our data search is based on repositories
and is complemented by a check against top venues in software engineering and security. Repository search is intended
for finding the relevant publications, while the top venue check
is used only as an additional checking process, to ensure that
the repository search did not miss any major publication. In the
following, we give more details of the two steps:
Repository Search. To find datasets of publications we first leverage five well-known electronic repositories, namely ACM Digital Library6 , IEEE Xplore Digital Library7 , SpringerLink8 , Web
of Knowledge9 and ScienceDirect10 . Because in some cases the
repository search engine imposes a limit to the amount of search
result meta-data that can be downloaded, we consider, for such
cases, splitting the search string and iterating until we collect all
relevant meta-data of publications. For example, SpringerLink
only allows to collect information on the first 1,000 items from
its search results. Unfortunately, by applying our predefined
search string, we get more than 10,000 results on this repository. Consequently, we must split our search string to narrow
down the findings and afterwards combine all the findings into
a final set. In other cases, such as with ACM Digital Library,
where the repository search engine does not provide a way to
download a batch of search results (meta-data), we resort to
python scripts to scale up the collection of relevant publications.

3.2. Search Strategy
We now detail the search keywords and the datasets that we
leveraged for the search of our relevant publications.
3.2.1. Search keywords
Thanks to the research questions outlined in Section 3.1, we
can summarize our search terms with keywords that are (1) related to analysis activities, or (2) related to key aspects of static
analysis, and (3) to the target programs. Table 1 depicts the actual keywords that we used based on a manual investigation of
some relevant publications.
Table 1: Search keywords

Line
1
2

3

Top Venue Check. A few conference and journal venues, such
as the Network and Distributed System Security Symposium,
have policies (e.g., open proceedings) that make their publications unavailable in the previously listed electronic repositories. Thus, to ensure that our repository search results are,
to some extent, exhaustive, we consider all publications from
well-known venues. For this SLR we have considered the top11
20 venues: 10 venues are from the field of software engineering and programming languages while the other 10 venues are

Keywords
Analysis; Analyz*; Analys*;
Data-Flow; “Data Flow*”; Control-Flow; “Control Flow*”; “Information-Flow*”; “Information
Flow*”; Static*; Taint;
Android; Mobile; Smartphone*; “Smart Phone*”;

Our search string s is formed as a conjunction of the three
lines of keywords, i.e., s =: l1 AND l2 AND l3 , where each
line is represented as a disjunction of its keywords, e.g., l1 =:
{Analysis OR Analyz* OR Analys*}.

6 http://dl.acm.org
7 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org
8 http://link.springer.com
9 http://apps.webofknowledge.com
10 http://www.sciencedirect.com
11 Following Google Scholar Metrics: https://scholar.google.lu/
citations?view_op=top_venues&hl=en
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from the security and privacy field. Table 2 lists these venues
considered at the time of review (cf. Oct. 2015), where some
venues dealing with fundamental cryptography (including EUROCRYPT, CRYPTO, TCC, CHES and PKC), parallel programming (PPoPP), as well as magazines (such as IEEE Software) and non-official proceedings (e.g., arXiv Cryptography
and Security) are excluded. Indeed, such venues are not the
main focus of static analysis of Android apps. The H5-index
in Table 2 is defined by Google Scholar as a special h-index
where only those of its articles published in the last 5 complete
calendar years (in our case is from 2010 to 2014) are considered. The h-index of a publication is the largest number h such
that at least h articles in that publication were cited at least h
times each [26]. Intuitively, the higher H5-index, the better the
venue.
Our top 20 venues check is performed on DBLP12 . We only
use such keywords that are listed in line 3 in Table 1 for this
search, as DBLP provides papers’ title only, it is not necessary
for us to use the same keywords that we use in the repository
search step. Ideally, all the papers that are related to smartphones (including Android, Windows, iOS and so on) are taken
into account. As a result, this coarse-granularity strategy has introduced some irrelevant papers (e.g., papers that analyze iOS
apps). Fortunately, because of the small number of venues, we
are able to manually exclude those irrelevant papers from our
interesting set, more details are given in the next section.

or not. When duplication is confirmed we filter out the
less extensive publication.
4. Fourth, because our search terms include “mobile” to collect most papers, the collected set includes papers about
“mobile networking” or iOS/Windows platforms. We exclude such non Android-related papers. This exclusion
criterion allows to remove over half of the collected papers, now creating the opportunity for an acceptable manual effort of assessing the relevancy of remaining papers.
5. Fifth, we quickly skim through the remaining papers and
exclude those that target Android but do not deal with
static analysis techniques. For example, publications about
dynamic analysis/testing of Android apps are excluded.
Since Android has been a hot topic in the latest years, the
set of relevant papers constituted after having applied the above
exclusion criteria is still large. These are all papers that propose
approaches relevant to Android, based on static analysis of the
apps. We have noticed that some of the collected papers 1)
do not contribute to the research on static analysis of Android
apps, or 2) simply grep or match API names. For example,
some approaches simply read the manifest file to list permissions requested, or simply attempt to match specific API names
in function calls. Thus, we devise four more exclusion criteria
to filter out such publications:
6. We exclude papers that statically analyze Android Operating System (OS) rather than Android apps. Because
our main focus in this survey is to survey works related
to static analysis of Android apps. As examples, we have
dismissed PSCout [27] and EdgeMiner [28] in this paper because they are dedicated to analysing the Android
framework.

3.3. Exclusion Criteria
The search terms provided above are purposely broad to
allow the collection of a near exhaustive list of publications.
However, this broadness also suggests that many of the search
results may actually be irrelevant and focus on the primary publications. For our SLR we use the following exclusion criteria:
1. First to account for the common language spoken by the
reviewers, and the fact that most of today’s scientific works
are published in English, we filter out non-English written publications.

7. We dismiss papers that do not actually parse the app program code, e.g., research papers that only perform static
analysis on the meta-data (i.e., descriptions, configuration files, etc.) of apps are excluded.

2. Second, we want to focus on extensive works with detailed publications. Thus, we exclude short papers, i.e.,
heuristically, papers with less than 7 pages in LNCS singlecolumn format or with less than 5 pages in IEEE/ACMlike double-column format. Further, it should be noted
that such papers are often preliminary work that are later
published in full format and are thus likely to be included
in the final set.

8. We filter out technical reports, such as SCanDroid [29].
Such non-peer-reviewed papers are often re-published in
a conference and journal venue, and are thus likely to
be included in our search set with a different title and
author list. For example, the technical report paper on
IccTA [30] has eventually appeared in a conference proceeding [7], which was also collected.
9. We also dismiss papers that simply leverage the statement
sequences, or grep API names from the source/app code.
As an example, we exclude Juxtapp [31], a clone detection approach, from consideration since it simply takes
opcode sequences for its static analysis.

3. Third, related to the second exclusion criteria, we attempt
to identify duplicate papers for exclusion. Usually, those
are papers published in the context of a conference venue
and extended to a journal venue. We look for such papers
by first comparing systematically the lists of authors, paper titles and abstract texts. Then we manually check that
suspicious pairs of identified papers share a lot of content
12 http://dblp.uni-trier.de
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Table 2: The top 20 venues including both conference proceedings and journals in SE/PL and S&P fields (Collected in Oct. 2015).
Acronym

Full Name

H5-index

ICSE
TSE
PLDI
IST
POPL
JSS
FSE
OOPSLA
ISSTA
TACAS

International Conference on Software Engineering
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
SIGPLAN Conference on Programming Language Design and Implementation
Information and Software Technology
ACM SIGPLAN-SIGACT Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages
Journal of Systems and Software
Foundations of Software Engineering
Conference on Object-Oriented Programming Systems, Languages, and Applications
International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis
International Conference on Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of Systems

CCS
S&P
SEC
TIFS
NDSS
TDSC
ASIACRYPT
COMPSEC
ACSAC
SOUPS

ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security
IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy
USENIX Security Symposium
IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics and Security
Network and Distributed System Security Symposium
IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing
International Conference on The Theory and Application of Cryptology and Information Security
Computers & Security
Computer Security Applications Conference
USENIX Symposium On Usable Privacy and Security

Software Engineering and Programming Languages (SE/PL)
57
47
46
45
45
41
38
34
31
31

Security and Privacy (S&P)
65
53
51
47
39
39
34
34
29
29

Table 3: Summary of the selection of primary publications. The total number of searched publications are given only after the merge step.
Steps
Search results
Scripts verification (with same keywords)
Scripts exclusion (criterion 3)

IEEE
1,048
369
264

ACM
387
302
289

Springer
11,826
70
57

Merge
After reviewing title/abstract (criteria 4 → 5)
After skimming full paper (criteria 6, 7 and 8)
After final discussion

Elsevier
2,416
17
16

Web of Knowledge
655
453
453

Top-20-venues
155
155
155

Total
1123
302
142
118
+4
+2
124

Author recommendation
Backward Snowballing
Total

3.4. Backward Snowballing
As recommended in the guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters [32], we perform a lightweight13 backward snowballing
from reference lists of the articles identified via repository search.
The objective is to find additional relevant papers in the literature that may have not been matched via our search keywords.
It is tedious and time-consuming to perform this step manually. Thus, we leverage python scripts to automatically extract
references from our selected primary publications. In particular, we first leverage pdfx14 to transfer a given paper from pdf to
text format. Then, we retrieve all the references from the previously generated text files. To further mitigate manual efforts,
we again use scripts to filter out references whose publication
date fall outside of our SLR timeline and whose titles appear
without keywords that are defined in the scope of this SLR.
After these steps, we manually read and check the remaining
references. If a given reference (paper) is in line with this work
13 We only perform backward-snowballing once, meaning that the newly
found publications are not considered for snowballing.
14 https://github.com/metachris/pdfx
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but is not yet available in our primary publication set, we then
include it into our final paper set.
3.5. Primary publications selection
In this section, we give details on our final selection results
of primary publications, which are summarized in Table 3.
The first two lines (search results and scripts verification)
provide statistics on papers found through the keywords defined
previously. In the first line, we focus on the output from the
repositories search (with full paper search, whenever possible,
because we want to collect as many relevant papers as possible
in this phase). Through this repositories search, we collect data
such as paper title or paper abstract. The second line shows the
results of an additional verification step on the collected data.
More specifically, we perform automated keywords search on
the data (with exactly the same keywords as the previous step).
We adopt this second step because of the flaws in “advanced”
search functionality of the five repositories, where the search
results are often inaccurate, resulting in a set noised by some
irrelevant papers. After performing the second step (line 2), the
number of potential relevant papers is significantly reduced.

The third line shows the results of applying our exclusion
criterion 3 (exclude short papers) for the results of line 2. The
only big difference happens in IEEE repository. We further look
into the publications of IEEE found that those short papers are
mostly 4 page conference papers with insufficient description
of their proposed approaches/tools. Therefore it makes sense
for us to remove those short papers from our list of papers to be
analyzed.
Line 4 merges the results of line 3 to one set in order to
avert for redundant workload (otherwise, a same paper in two
repositories would be reviewed twice). We have noticed that
the redundancy occurs in three cases:

JOURN
AL (J)
WORKS 8%
HOP (W)
13%

OTHER
11%

SEC
52%

SE/PL
37%

CONFE
RENCE
(C)
79%

(a) Type.

(b) Domain.

Figure 5: Statistics of examined publications. SE/PL stands for Software Engineering/Programming Language, SEC stands for Security.

1. The ACM repository may contain papers that were originally published in IEEE or Springer and
2. The Web of Knowledge repository may contain papers
that are published in Elsevier.
3. The five repositories may contain papers that appear in
the top-20-venues set.
After the merge step, we split the searched papers to all the
co-authors of this paper. We manually review the title/abstract
and examine the full content of the selected papers, with applying the exclusion criteria 4-8. With final discussion between
authors, we finally select 118 papers as primary publications.
For the self-checking process, we have collected 343 distinct email addresses of 419 authors for the 88 primary publications selected in our search ((up to May 2015)). We then
sent the SLR to these authors and request their help in checking that their publications were correctly classified. Within a
week, we have received 25 feedback messages which we took
into account. Authors further recommended a total of 19 papers
to include in the SLR. 15 of them are already considered by our
SLR (from Jul. 2015 to Dec. 2015). The remaining 4 of those
recommended papers were found to be borderline with regards
to our exclusion criteria (e.g., dynamic approaches which resort
to some limited static analyses). We review them against our inclusion criteria and decide to include them (Table 3, line 8).
Regarding to the backward-snowballing, overall, we found
1815 referenced articles whose publication date fall within our
SLR timeline. Only 53 of these articles had titles without keywords that could be matched by search. We reviewed these
papers and found that only 2 fit our criteria (i.e., deal with static
analysis in the context of Android apps).
In total, our SLR examines 124 publications, which are
listed in Table A.12 and Table A.13. Fig. 5 illustrates the distributions of these publications by types(Fig 5a) and publication
domains (Fig. 5b). Over 70% of our collected papers are published in conferences. Workshops, generally co-located with
top conferences, have also seen a fair share of contributions on
Android static analysis. These findings are not surprising, since
the high competition in Android research forces authors to aim
for targets where publication process is fastest. Presentations
in conferences can also stimulate more collaborations as can
be seen in most recent papers on Android analysis. We further
find that half of the publications were made in Security venues

Figure 6: Word cloud of all the conference names of examined publications. Journal and workshop publications are not considered.

while another larger proportion was published in Software Engineering venues. Very few contributions were published in
other types of venues. MIGDroid [33], published in the Network domain and CloneCloud [34], published in the Systems
domain, are the rare exceptions. This finding comforts our initial heuristics of considering top venues in SE/PL and SEC to
verify that our repository search was exhaustive.
Fig. 6 shows a word cloud of the conference names where
our primary publications were presented. Most of the reviewed
publications are from top conference venues (e.g., ICSE, NDSS
and CCS), suggesting that our study has at least considered the
important relevant works.
4. Data Extraction
Once relevant papers have been collected, we build a taxonomy of the information that must be extracted from each paper
in order (1) to cover the research questions enumerated above,
(2) to be systematic in the assessment of each paper, and (3) to
provide a baseline for classifying and comparing the different
approaches. Fig. 7 overviews the information extracted from
the selected publications.
Targeted Problems. Approaches are also classified on the
targeted problems. Examples of problems include privacy leakage, permission management, energy optimization, etc.
Fundamental Techniques. This dimension focuses on the
fundamental techniques adopted by examined primary publi11

Private Data Leaks. Recently, concerns on privacy with
Android apps have led researchers to focus on the private data
leaks. FlowDroid [6], introduced in 2014, is probably the most
advanced approach addressing this issue. It performs static taint
analysis on Android apps with a flow-, context-, field-, objectsensitive and implicit flow-, lifecycle-, static-, alias-aware analysis, resulting in a highly precise approach. The associated tool
has been open-sourced and many other approaches [35, 36, 37,
38, 7] have leveraged it to perform more extensive analysis.
Vulnerabilities. Security vulnerabilities are another concern for app users who must be protected against malware exploiting the data and privileges of benign apps. Many of the
vulnerabilities addressed in the literature are related to the ICC
mechanism and its potential misuses such as for component hijacking (i.e., gain unauthorised access to protected or private
resources through exported components in vulnerable apps) or
intent injection (i.e., manipulate user input data to execute code
through it). For example, CHEX [8] detects potential component hijacking-based flows through reachability analysis on
customized system dependence graphs. Epicc [9] and IC3 [39]
are tools that implement static analysis techniques for implementing detection scenarios of inter-component vulnerabilities.
Based on these studies, PCLeaks [38] goes one step further by
performing sensitive data-flow analysis on top of component
vulnerabilities, enabling it to not only know what is the issue
but also to know what sensitive data will leak through that issue. Similarly to PCLeaks, ContentScope [40] detects sensitive
data leaks focusing on Content Provider-based vulnerabilities
in Android apps.
Permission Misuse. Permission checking is a pillar in the
security architecture of Android. The Android permission-based
security model associates sensitive resources with a set of permissions that must be granted before access. However, as shown
by Bartel et al. [41, 42], this permission model is an intrinsic
risk, since apps can be granted more permissions than they actually need. Malware may indeed leverage permissions (which
are unnecessary to the core app functionality) to achieve their
malicious goals. PSCout [27] is currently the most extensive
work that dissects the Android permission specification from
Android OS source code using static analysis. However, we do
not take PSCout into consideration in this SLR as our focus is
static analysis of Android apps rather than Android OS.
Energy Consumption. Battery stand-by time has been a
problem for mobile devices for a long time. Larger screens
found in modern smartphones constitute the most energy consuming components. As shown by Li et al. [43], modern smart
phones use OLED, which consumes more energy when displaying light colors than dark colors. In their investigation,
the energy consumption could be reduced by 40% if more efficient web pages are built for mobile systems (e.g., in dark
background color). To reach this conclusion, they performed
extensive program analysis on the structure of web apps, more
specifically, through automatically rewriting web apps so as to
generate more efficient web pages. Li et al. [44] present a tool
to calculate source line level energy consumption through combining program analysis and statistical modeling. The output
of these analyses can then be leveraged to perform quantitative

Targeted Problems

Fundamental Techniques

Publications

Static Analysis Features

Android Characteristics

Evaluation Methods

Figure 7: Overview of information extracted from a given primary
publication.

cations. The fundamental techniques in this work include not
only such techniques like taint analysis and program slicing
that solve problems through different means but also the existing tools such as Soot [12] or WALA [13] that are leveraged.
Static Analysis features. This dimension includes static
analysis related features. Given a primary publication, we would
like to check whether it is context-sensitive, flow-sensitive, pathsensitive, object-sensitive, field-sensitive, static-aware, implicitflow-aware, alias-aware. Besides, in this dimension, the dynamic code loading, reflection supporting, native code supporting are also inspected.
Android Characteristics. This dimension includes such
characteristics that are closely related to Android such as ICC,
IAC (Inter-App Communication), Framework and so on. Questions like “Do they take care of the lifecycle or callback methods?” or “Do the studied approaches support ICC or IAC?” belong to this dimension.
Evaluation methods. This dimension focuses on the evaluation methods of primary publications, intending to answer the
question how their approaches are evaluated. To this end, this
dimension will count whether their approaches are evaluated
through in-the-lab apps (i.e., artificial apps with knowing the
ground truth in advance) or in-the-wild apps (i.e., the real-world
apps). Questions like how many in-the-wild apps are evaluated
are also addressed in this dimension.
5. Summary of Findings
In this section, we report on the findings of this SLR in light
of the research questions enumerated in Section 3.1.
5.1. Purposes of the Analyses
In the literature of Android, static analysis has been applied
for achieving various tasks. Among others, such analyses are
implemented to highlight various security issues (such as private data leaks or permission management concerns), to verify code, to compare apps for detecting clones, to automate the
generation of test cases, or to assess code efficiency in terms of
performance and energy consumption. We have identified 8 recurring purposes of Android-targeted static analysis approaches
in the literature. We detail these purposes and provide statistics
of approaches which target them.
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and qualitative empirical investigations into the categories of
API calls and usage patterns that exhibit high energy consumption profiles [45].
Clone Detection. Researchers have also leveraged static
analysis to perform clone detection of Android apps. Indeed,
as presented by Ruiz et al. [46, 47], who have conducted a
large scale empirical study, app clone is very common in mobile apps. Towards taming app clones, several works such as
DNADroid [48] and AnDarwin [49] have been provided by
the community to detect cloned apps. Recently, studies have
further shown that it is also necessary for clone detection approaches to consider the context of code obfuscation and library
usages [50, 51], so as to improve their accuracy.
Test Case Generation. The pervasiveness of Android apps
have underlined the need for applicable automated testing techniques. Test case generation aims to provide a set of executable
test cases, which can be leveraged to support automatic and repeatable testings. A common means to generate test cases is
to conduct symbolic execution on source code with the guide
of some pre-extracted models, so as to ensure the reachability
of certain branches. For example, SIG-Droid [52], a framework
for system testing of Android apps, automatically generates test
cases through symbolic execution with two models: Interface
Model, which is leveraged to find values that a given app can
receive and Behavior Model, which is used to generate the sequences of events in order to drive the symbolic execution.
Code Verification. Code verification intends to ensure the
correctness of a given app. For instance, Cassandra [53] is proposed to check whether Android apps comply with their personal privacy requirements before installing an app. As another
example, researchers have also extended the Julia [4] static analyzer to perform code verification through formal analyses of
Android programs.
Cryptography Implementation Issues. In addition to the
aforementioned concerns, state-of-the-art works have also targeted the cryptography implementation issues. As an example,
CryptoLint [54] leverages program analysis techniques to automatically check apps hosted on the official Google Play store. It
finds that 10,327 out of 11,748 apps (nearly 88%) that use cryptographic APIs have made at least one mistake, demonstrating
that cryptographic APIs are not used in a fashion way that maximize the overall security of apps.
Table 4 enumerates approaches from our primary publications which fall into the 8 purposes described above. The summary statistics in Fig. 8 show that Security concerns are the
focus of most static analysis approaches for Android. Energy
efficiency is also a popular concern ahead of program correctness.
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Figure 8: Statistics of main concerns addressed by the publications.

supported by their analysis (Section 5.2.3) as well as the Android peculiarities that they deal with (Section 5.2.4).
5.2.1. Code Representations and Support Tools
Table 5 enumerates the recurrent tools that are used by approaches in the literature to support their analyses. Such tools
often come as off-the-shelf components that implement common analysis processes (e.g., for the translation between bytecode forms or for the automatic construction of call-graphs).
The table also provides for each tool information on the intermediate representation (IR) that it deals with. The IR is a simplified code format to represent the original Dalvik bytecode
and facilitate processing since Android Dalvik itself is known
to be complex and challenging to manipulate. Finally, the table highlights the usage of such tools in specific reviewed approaches.
Table 6 goes into more details into the adoption of the different code representations by the examined approaches. Fig. 9
summarizes the frequency of usages, where Jimple, which is
used by the popular Soot tool, appears as the most used IR followed by the Smali intermediate representation, which is used
by Apktool.
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Figure 9: Distribution of code representations used by examined publications.

RQ 1: Static analysis is largely performed on Android
programs to uncover security and privacy issues.

RQ 2.1: The Soot framework and the Jimple intermediate representation are the most adopted basic support
tool and format for static analysis of Android apps.

5.2. Form and Extent of Analysis
We now investigate how the analyses described in the literature are implemented. In particular, we study the support
tools that they leverage (Section 5.2.1), the fundamental analysis methods that they apply (Section 5.2.2), the sensitivities

5.2.2. Fundamental Analysis Methods
While all reviewed approaches build on control-flow or dataflow analyses, specific techniques are employed to enhance the
13
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3
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3
46

3

15

40

3

9

7

6

Others (Publications Without 3)
ApkCombiner [141], AQUA [142], AsyncDroid [143], Asynchronizer [144], AutoPPG [145], Brahmastra [146], Choi et al. [147], EvoDroid [148], Gator2 [149], Gator3 [150], Gator [151],
I-ARM-Droid [152], IC3 [39], Lotrack [153], ORBIT [154], PerfChecker [155], Rocha et al. [156], SIF [157], StaDynA [158], THRESHER [159], Violist [160]

results and thus to reach the target purposes. In our study, we
have identified six fundamental techniques which are used, often in conjunction, in the literature.
Abstract Interpretation. Abstract interpretation is a theory of approximating the semantics of programs, where soundness of the analysis can be guaranteed and thereby to avoid
yielding false negative results. An abstract interpretation typically involves three artefacts: an abstract value, a flow function and an initial state. An abstract value is a set of concrete
values. For example, T could stand for the set of all integer values in a standard integer constant propagation analysis. A flow
function defines the abstract semantics of every statement type,

which usually takes as input a statement with an abstract state
and the output is the abstract state after executing the statement.
An abstract interpretation needs to maintain an interpreter state
and an initial state is needed to specify the point when interpretation starts (a typical initial state from constant propagation is to set everything as T ). A concrete implementation of
abstract interpretation is through formal program analysis. As
an example, Julia [4] is a tool that uses abstract interpretation
to automatically and statically analyze Java and Android apps
for the development of high-quality, formally verified products.
SCanDal [114], another sound and automatic static analyzer,
also leverages abstract interpretation to detect privacy leaks in
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Table 5: List of recurrent support tools for static analysis of Android apps.
TOOL
Soot [12]
WALAa
Chord [161]
Androguard [74, 76]
Ded [162]
Dare [164]
Dexpler [165]
Smali/Baksmalib
Apktoolc
dex2jard
dedexere
dexdump
dx
jd-guif
ASM [166, 167]
BCELg
Redexer

Brief Description
A Java/Android static analysis and optimization framework
A Java/Javascript static analysis framework
A Java program analysis platform
Reverse engineering, malware/goodware analysis of Android
apps
A DEX to Java bytecode translator
A DEX to Java bytecode translator
A DEX to Jimple translator
A DEX to Smali translator (and verse visa)
A tool for reverse engineering Android apps
A DEX to Java bytecode translator
A disassembler for DEX files
A disassembler for DEX files
A Java bytecode to DEX translator
A Java bytecode to source code translator (and also an IDE)
A Java manipulation and analysis framework
A library for analyzing and instrumenting Java bytecode
A reengineering tool that manipulates Android app binaries

IR
JIMPLE, JASMIN
WALA-IR (SSA-based)
CHORD-IR (SSA-based)
DEX ASSEMBLER

Example Usages
FlowDroid [6], IccTA [7], AppIntent [90]
AsDroid [95], Asynchronizer [144], ORBIT [154]
CloneCloud [34]
MalloDroid [91], Relda [109]

JAVA CLASS
JAVA CLASS
JIMPLE
SMALI
SMALI
JAVA CLASS
DEX ASSEMBLER
DEX ASSEMBLER
DEX ASSEMBLER
JAVA CLASS
JAVA CLASS
JAVA CLASS
DEX ASSEMBLER

Enck et al. [163]
Epicc [9], IC3 [39]
BlueSeal [101]
Woodpecker [137], SEFA [115]
PaddyFrog [98], Androlizer [81]
DroidChecker [140], Vekris et al. [128]
Brox [103], AQUA [142]
ScanDal [114]
EdgeMiner [28]
Wang et al. [133]
COPES [41]
vLens [44], Julia [4], Nyx [43]
Brahmastra [146]

a http://wala.sourceforge.net
b http://baksmali.com
c http://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/
d https://github.com/pxb1988/dex2jar
e http://dedexer.sourceforge.net
f https://github.com/java-decompiler/jd-gui
g https://commons.apache.org/bcel/

Table 6: A Summary of examined approaches through the code representations that they use.
Code Representation
WALA IR

Publications
A3E [57], AAPL [61], AnDarwin [49], AndroidLeaks [80], AsDroid [95], Asynchronizer [144], CHEX [8], DNADroid [48],
Hopper [79], ORBIT [154], Poeplau et al. [106], THRESHER [159]

JIMPLE

A5 [59], ACTEve [63], android-app-analysis-tool [78], ApkCombiner [141], AppContext [88], AppIntent [90], Apposcopy [92], AppSealer [94], AutoPPG [145], Bartel et al. [42], Bastani et al. [99], BlueSeal [101], Capper [105],
COPES [41], Covert [124], DescribeMe [129], DEvA [130], DidFail [36], DroidJust [56], DroidSafe [58], EcoDroid [64],
Epicc [9], FlowDroid [6], Gallingani et al. [71], Gator2 [149], Gator3 [150], Gator [151], HelDroid [77], IC3 [39], IccTA [7], Lotrack [153], PerfChecker [155], Sufatrio et al. [121], TASMAN [123], Vekris et al. [128], Violist [160],
W2AIScanner [131], WeChecker [134]

DEX ASSEMBLER

Adagio [65], AndRadar [72], Androguard2 [74], Androguard [76], AQUA [142], Brahmastra [146], Brox [103], ComDroid [117], CryptoLint [54], Dflow+DroidInfer [132], Lin et al. [87], MalloDroid [91], Mann et al. [93], Redexer [107],
Relda [109], Scandal [114], StaDynA [158]

SMALI

A3 [55], AdRisk [67], Anadroid [69], Androlizer [81], Apparecium [83], AppCaulk [86], Chen et al. [108], ClickRelease [113], CMA [116], ContentScope [119], CredMiner [126], DroidSim [62], I-ARM-Droid [152], Jensen et al. [84],
MIGDroid [33], MobSafe [96], PaddyFrog [98], SAAF [111], SADroid [112], SEFA [115], SmartDroid [118], SMVHunter [120], Uranine [127], Wognsen et al. [135], Woodpecker [137], Zuo et al. [139]

OTHER

Amandroid [68], Cortesi et al. [122], FUSE [70], Nyx [43], SIG-Droid [52]

JAVA CLASS

AppAudit [85], AsyncDroid [143], Bartsch et al. [97], Chen et al. [110], Choi et al. [147], CloneCloud [34], DPartner [136],
DroidAlarm [138], DroidChecker [140], DroidSIFT [60], eLens [66], EvoDroid [148], IFT [82], Julia [4], Lu et al. [89],
Pathak et al. [100], Pegasus [102], PermissionFlow [104], SIF [157], TrustDroid [125], vLens [44], Wang et al. [133]

Android apps.
Taint Analysis. A taint analysis is a kind of information
flow analysis where objects are tainted and tracked using a dataflow analysis. If a tainted object flows to a point where it should
not, i.e. a sink, then an alarm is raised. FlowDroid [6], for
example, performs static taint analysis to detect sensitive data
leaks. Based on a predefined set of source and sink methods, which are automatically extracted from the Android SDK
(cf. SUSI [168]), sensitive data leaks are reported if and only
if the data are obtained from source methods (i.e., these data
are tainted) and eventually flow to sink methods (i.e., violate

security polices). As another example, AppSealer [94] leverages taint analysis to automatically generate patches for Android component hijacking attacks. When a tainted data is going to violate the predefined polices, AppSealer injects a patch
before the violation to alert the app user though a pop-up dialog
box.
Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution is useful for generating possible program inputs, detecting infeasible paths, etc.
Typically, symbolic values are considered for inputs to propagate the execution. Those symbolic values will be used to generate expressions and constraints that could be further leveraged
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Table 7: Summary through the adoption of different fundamental techniques.
Techniques
Abstract Interpretation

Publications
Anadroid [69] Cortesi et al. [122], Hopper [79], Julia [4], Lu et al. [89], Mann et al. [93], Rocha et al. [156],
Scandal [114],

Percentagea
6.5%

Taint Analysis

AAPL [61], Amandroid [68], Anadroid [69], AndroidLeaks [80], Apparecium [83], AppAudit [85], AppCaulk [86], AppContext [88], Apposcopy [92], AppSealer [94], Bastani et al. [99], Brox [103], Capper [105],
CHEX [8], Cortesi et al. [122], CredMiner [126], DescribeMe [129], Dflow+DroidInfer [132], DidFail [36],
DroidChecker [140], DroidJust [56], DroidSafe [58], FlowDroid [6], FUSE [70], Gallingani et al. [71], HelDroid [77], IccTA [7], Lotrack [153], Mann et al. [93], MobSafe [96], PermissionFlow [104], SEFA [115],
Sufatrio et al. [121], TASMAN [123], TrustDroid [125], Uranine [127], W2AIScanner [131], WeChecker [134]

30.6%

Symbolic Execution

ACTEve [63], AppIntent [90], ClickRelease [113], Gallingani et al. [71], Jensen et al. [84], SIG-Droid [52],
TASMAN [123], W2AIScanner [131]

6.5%

Program Slicing

AndroidLeaks [80], Apparecium [83], AppCaulk [86], AppSealer [94], AQUA [142] Brox [103], Capper [105],
CredMiner [126], CryptoLint [54], eLens [66], Hopper [79], MobSafe [96], Poeplau et al. [106], Rocha et
al. [156], SAAF [111],

12.1%

Code Instrumentation

ACTEve [63] Androguard2 [74], android-app-analysis-tool [78], AppCaulk [86], AppSealer [94], AsyncDroid [143], Bastani et al. [99], Brahmastra [146], Capper [105], Cassandra [53], CMA [116], DidFail [36],
DroidSafe [58], I-ARM-Droid [152], IccTA [7], Nyx [43], ORBIT [154], Rocha et al. [156], SIF [157], SmartDroid [118], Sufatrio et al. [121], Uranine [127], vLens [44],

18.5%

Type/Model Checking

Choi et al. [147], Covert [124] Dflow+DroidInfer [132], DroidAlarm [138], IFT [82], Lu et al. [89], Mann et
al. [93], SADroid [112],

6.5%

a Some

primary papers leverage basic data-flow analysis only and thus are not categorized, making the sum of percentages less than 100%.

(e.g., by a constraint solver) to produce possible inputs fulfilling all the conditional branches inside the given path. Those
inputs can then be taken as test cases to explore the given path
for repeatable dynamic analysis. If no input is produced, the
given path is thus confirmed to be infeasible. As an example,
AppIntent [90] uses symbolic execution to generate a sequence
of GUI manipulations that lead to data transmission. As the basic straightforward symbolic execution is too time-consuming
for Android apps, AppIntent thus leverages the unique Android
execution model to reduce the search space without sacrificing
code coverage.
Program Slicing. Program slicing has been used as a common means in the field of program analysis to reduce the set of
program behaviors while keeping the interesting program behavior unchanged. Given a variable v in program p that we are
interested in, a possible slice would consist of all statements in
p that may affect the value of v. As an example, Hoffmann et
al. [111] present a framework called SAAF to create program
slices so as to perform backward data-flow analysis to track parameter values for a given Android method. CryptoLint [54]
computes static program slices that terminate in calls to cryptographic API methods, and then extract the necessary information from these slices.
Code Instrumentation. Static analysis is often necessary
to find sweet spots where to insert code for collecting runtime
behaviour data (cf. SIF framework [157]). In recent works,
code instrumentation has also been employed to address challenges for static analysis in Android apps, including for artificially linking components for inter-component communication
detection [7], or replacing reflection calls with standard java
calls so as to reduce incomplete analyses due to broken controlflows [169]. In Android community, Arzt et al. [170] have in-

troduced several means to instrument Android apps based on
Soot. As an example, IccTA [7] instruments Android apps
to reduce an inter-component taint propagation problem to an
intra-component problem. Nyx [43] instruments an Android
web app to modify the background of web pages, so as to reduce the display power consumption and thereby letting web
app become more energy efficient. Besides Soot [12], other
tools/frameworks such as WALA [13] and ASM [166] are also
able to support instrumentation of Android apps.
Type/Model Checking. Type and model checking are two
prevalent approaches to program verification. Type checking,
which can occur at compile/execution time (i.e., static/dynamic
type checking), is the process of verifying type constraints of
a program. The goal of type checking is to ensure that a given
program is type-safe where the possibility of type errors (e.g.,
a float operation is performed on an integer or an integer operator is applied to strings) is kept to a minimum [171]. Model
checking is the process of verifying whether a finite-state system has met a given specification [172]. The main difference
between type and model checking is that type checking is usually based on syntactic and modular style whereas model checking is usually defined in a semantic and whole-program style.
Actually, this difference makes these two approaches complementary to one another: type checking is good at explaining
why a program was accepted while model checking is good
at explaining why a program was rejected [173]. As an example, COVERT [124] first extracts relevant security specifications from a given app and then applies a formal model checking engine to verify whether the analyzed app is safe or not.
For type checking, Cassandra [53] is presented to enable users
of mobile devices to check whether Android apps comply with
their personal privacy requirements even before installing these
16

apps. Ernst et al. [82] also present a type checking system for
Android apps, which checks the information flow type qualifiers and ensures that only such flows defined beforehand can
occur at run time.
Table 7 provides information on the works that use different techniques. The summary statistics show that taint analysis,
which is used for tracking data, is the most applied technique
(30.6% of primary publications), while 18.5% primary publications involve code instrumentation and 12.1% primary publications have applied program slicing technique in their approaches. Type/Model checking, abstract interpretation, and
symbolic execution account each for 6.5% of the primary publications.
RQ 2.2: Taint analysis remains the most applied technique in static analysis of Android apps. This is in line
with the finding in RQ1 which shows that the most recurrent purpose of state-of-the-art approaches is on security
and privacy.

inter-component communication mechanism to make application parts interact. These characteristics however may constitute challenges for a static analysis approach.
Component Lifecycle. Because lifecycle callback methods (i.e., onStop(), onStart(), onRestart(), onPause() and onResume()) have neither connection among them nor directly with
app code, it is challenging for static analysis approaches to build
control-flow graphs (e.g., to continuously keep track of sensitive data flows). We found that 57 of the reviewed publications
propose static analysis approaches that take into account component lifecyle.
UI Callbacks. Besides lifecycle methods, a number of callbacks are used in Android to handle various events. In particular, UI events are detected by the system and notified to developer apps through callback methods (e.g., to react when a user
clicks on a button). There are several such callbacks defined
in various Android classes. Similarly to lifecycle methods, taking into account such callback methods leads to a more complete control-flow graph. Our review reveals that 64 of publications are considering specific analysis processes that take into
account callback methods.
EntryPoint. Most static approaches for Android apps must
build an entry point, in the form of a dummy main, to allow the
construction of call-graph by state-of-the-art tools such as Soot
and WALA. 74 publications from our set explicitly discussed
their handling of the single entry-point issue.
ICC. The inter-component communication (ICC) is wellknow to challenge static analysis of Android programs. Recently, several works have focused on its inner-working to highlight vulnerabilities and malicious activities in Android apps.
Among the set of collected primary publications, 30 research
papers explicitly deal with ICC. As examples, Epicc [9] and
IC3 [39] attempt to extract the necessary information of ICC
in Android apps which can support other approaches, including
IccTA [7], and DidFail [36], in performing ICC-aware analyses
across components. AmanDroid [68] also resolves ICC information for supporting inter-component data-flow analysis, for
the purpose of vetting the security of Android apps.
IAC. The inter-app communication (IAC) mechanism extends the ICC mechanism for components across different apps.
Because, most approaches focus on analysing single apps, IACsupported analyses are scarce in the literature. We found only
6 publications that deal with such scenarios of interactions. A
main challenge of tackling IAC-aware analyses is the support
of scalability for market-scale analyses.
XML-Layout. The structure of user interfaces of Android
apps are defined by layouts, which can be declared in either
XML configurations or Java code. The XML layout mechanism provides a well-defined vocabulary corresponding to the
View classes, sub-classes and also their possible event handlers. We found that 30 publications, from our set, take into account XML layouts to support more complete analysis scenarios. Mostly, those analyses consist in tracking callback methods indicated in XML files but which are not explicitly registered in the app code. Consider for example the code snippets in Listing 1 where we provide two distinct, but equivalent,
implementations for registering a listener to a layout Button.

5.2.3. Static Analysis Sensitivities
We now investigate the precision of the analyses presented
in the primary publications. To that end we assess the sensitivities (cf. Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). Table 8 classifies the different approaches according to the sensitivities that their analyses take into account. Field-sensitivity appears to be the most
considered with 48 primary publications taking it into account.
This finding is understandable since Android apps are generally written in Java, an Object-Oriented language where object
fields are pervasively used to hold data. Context-sensitivity and
Flow-sensitivity are also largely taken into account (with 42 and
40 publications respectively). The least considered sensitivity is
Path-sensitivity (only 6 publications), probably due to the scalability issues that it raises.
In theory, the more sensitivities considered, the more precise the analysis is. Indeed, as shown by Arzt et al. [6], the
authors of FlowDroid, who claimed that the design of being
context-, flow-, field-, and object-sensitive maximizes precision and recall, i.e., aims at minimizing the number of missed
leaks and false warnings. Livshits et al. [174, 175] also stated
that both context-sensitivity and path-sensitivity are necessary
to achieve a low false positive rate (i.e., higher precision). It
is thus reasonable to state that only two approaches, namely
TRESHER [159] and Hopper [79], achieves high precision by
taking into account all sensitivities. However, given the relatively high precision of other state-of-the-art works, it seems
unnecessary to support all sensitivities to be useful in practice.
RQ 2.3: Most approaches support up to 3 of the 5 sensitivities for static analysis. Path-sensitivity is the least
taken into account by the Android research community.
5.2.4. Android Specificities
Although Android apps are written in Java, they present
specific characteristics in their functioning. Typically, they extensively make use of a set of lifecycle event-based methods
that the system requires to interact with apps, and rely on the
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Table 8: Classification of Approaches according to the Sensitivities considered.
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3
6

Others (Publications Without 3)
A3 [55], A5 [59], ACTEve [63], Adagio [65], AdRisk [67], AnDarwin [49], AndRadar [72], Androguard2 [74], Androguard [76], android-app-analysis-tool [78], Androlizer [81],
ApkCombiner [141], AppIntent [90], AsyncDroid [143], AutoPPG [145], BlueSeal [101], Brahmastra [146], Chen et al. [108], ClickRelease [113], CMA [116], Cortesi et al. [122],
DEvA [130], DNADroid [48], DroidAlarm [138], DroidChecker [140], DroidSim [62], EcoDroid [64], eLens [66], EvoDroid [148], Gallingani et al. [71], Gible et al. [73], Graa et al. [75],
I-ARM-Droid [152], Jensen et al. [84], Lin et al. [87], Lu et al. [89], MalloDroid [91], MIGDroid [33], MobSafe [96], Nyx [43], ORBIT [154], PaddyFrog [98], Pathak et al. [100],
PerfChecker [155], Poeplau et al. [106], Redexer [107], Relda [109], SAAF [111], SADroid [112], SIF [157], SIG-Droid [52], SmartDroid [118], SMV-Hunter [120], StaDynA [158],
Uranine [127], vLens [44], Wang et al. [133], Zuo et al. [139]

If the XML implementation is not retained, function myFancyMethod would be considered as dead code for any analyzer
not taking into account XML information.
Overall, Table 9 summarizes the support for addressing the
enumerated challenges by approaches from the literature. We
list in this table only those publications from our collected set
that are explicitly addressing at least one of the challenges.

1 // Registration of o nC l ic kL is t en er in app code
2 Button btn = ( Button )
findViewById ( R . id . mybutton ) ;
3 btn . s e t O n C l i c k L i s t e n e r ( new
View . On Cl i ck Li st e ne r () {
4 @Override
5 public void onClick ( View v ) {
6
myFancyMethod ( v ) ;
7 }
8 }) ;
9 }
10
11 // Registration of o nC l ic kL is t en er through XML
12 < Button android : id = " @ + id / mybutton "
13
android : text = " Click Me ! "
14
android : onClick = " myFancyMethod " / >

RQ 2.4: Only few works in the literature has proposed to tackle at once all challenges due to Android specificities. Instead, most approaches select
to deal partially with those challenges, which are further delivered directly within their implementation (as
a whole), leaving little opportunity for reuse by other
approaches.
5.3. Availability of Research Output
We now investigate whether the works behind our primary
publications have produced usable tools and whether their evaluations are extensive enough to make their conclusions reliable
or meaningful.
Among the 124 reviewed papers, 41 (i.e., only 33%) have
provided a publicly available tool. This finding suggests that,

Listing 1: Registering a callback function for a button
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Bastani et al. [99]
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Brahmastra [146]
Brox [103]
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Cassandra [53]
CHEX [8]
Choi et al. [147]
ClickRelease [113]
CloneCloud [34]
CMA [116]
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ContentScope [119]
Covert [124]
CredMiner [126]
CryptoLint [54]
DescribeMe [129]
DEvA [130]
Dflow+DroidInfer [132]
DidFail [36]
DPartner [136]
DroidAlarm [138]
DroidChecker [140]
DroidJust [56]
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Table 9: Classification of Approaches according to their support for Android specificities.
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Others (Publications Without 3)
A3 [55], Adagio [65], AnDarwin [49], AndRadar [72], Androguard2 [74], Androguard [76], android-app-analysis-tool [78], Androlizer [81], ApkCombiner [141], AppCaulk [86],
AQUA [142], AsyncDroid [143], Bartel et al. [42], Chen et al. [108], Chen et al. [110], COPES [41], Cortesi et al. [122], DNADroid [48], eLens [66], Gallingani et al. [71], Gible et
al. [73], Graa et al. [75], I-ARM-Droid [152], Jensen et al. [84], Lin et al. [87], Lu et al. [89], MalloDroid [91], MIGDroid [33], MobSafe [96], Nyx [43], Redexer [107], Rocha et al. [156],
SAAF [111], SADroid [112], SIF [157], StaDynA [158], TrustDroid [125], Violist [160], vLens [44], Wang et al. [133]

currently, despite the increasing size of the community working on static analysis of Android apps, sharing of research efforts is still limited. Table 10 summarizes the publicly available
approaches, among which 34 are open-sourced.
We now consider how researchers in the field of static analysis of Android apps evaluate their approaches. We differentiate
in-the-lab experiments, which are mainly performed with a few
hand-crafted test cases to highlight efficacy and/or correctness,
from in-the-wild experiments, which consider a large number of
real-world apps to demonstrate efficiency and/or scalability. Inthe-lab experiments help to quantify an approach through standard metrics (e.g., precision and recall), which is very difficult
to obtain through in-the-wild experiments, because of missing
of ground truth. In-the-wild experiments are however also essential for static approaches. They are dedicated to finding real
and possibly solve problems of real-word apps, which may have
already been used by thousands of users. As shown in Table 10,
only 7 approaches have taken into account in-the-lab and in-the-
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Figure 10: The distribution of the number of evaluated apps (for all the
approaches reviewed in this work).

wild experiments at the same time.
Figure 10 represents the distribution of the number of apps
evaluated through in-the-wild experiments by the approaches
reviewed in this work. The median number of apps that those
in-the-wild experiments consider are 374. The maximum number of evaluated apps is 318,515, which is considered by An19

Table 10: List of approaches with publicly available tool support, and
information on evaluation settings from the publications. With lab
⇐⇒ in-the-lab experiments; wild ⇐⇒ in-the-wild experiments; and #
of apps ⇐⇒ the number of apps that are evaluated in their in-the-wild
experiments. Note that in the last column, ”-” means that the number
of apps is not mentioned in the studied paper.
Approach
A3E [57]
A5 [59]
Adagio [65]
Amandroid [68]
Anadroid [69]
Androguard2 [74]
Androguard [76]
android-app-analysis-tool [78]
ApkCombiner [141]
Apparecium [83]
AsyncDroid [143]
Asynchronizer [144]
BlueSeal [101]
Cassandra [53]
Choi et al. [147]
ComDroid [117]
Covert [124]
DEvA [130]
DidFail [36]
DroidSafe [58]
Epicc [9]
FlowDroid [6]
FUSE [70]
Gator2 [149]
Gator3 [150]
Gator [151]
Hopper [79]
IC3 [39]
IccTA [7]
IFT [82]
Lotrack [153]
MalloDroid [91]
PerfChecker [155]
Poeplau et al. [106]
Redexer [107]
SAAF [111]
StaDynA [158]
THRESHER [159]
Violist [160]
WeChecker [134]
Wognsen et al. [135]

Open-source
tool-support
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

lab

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3

3

3

1 SmsManager sms = SmsManager . getDefault () ;
2 // sms . s en dT e xt Me ss a ge ("+49 1234" , null ,
"123" , null , null ) ;
3 for ( int i = 0; i < 123; i ++)
4 sms . se n dT ex tM e ss ag e ( " +49 1234 " , null ,
" count " , null , null ) ;

Listing 2: Example of an implicit flow.

Evaluation
wild # of apps
3
25
3
1260
3
147950
3
853
0
0
0
3
265
3
3000
3
100
3
611
3
13
4039
0
0
3
20
3
200
3
12
0
3
24
3
1200
3
1500
3
2573
3
20
3
20
3
20
3
10
3
460
3
15000
3
72
3
100
3
13500
3
29
3
1632
3
14
3
142100
3
10
3
7
3
0
3
1137
3
1700

rush of papers ensued for both Security and Software engineering communities.
Fig. 12 shows that, as time goes by, research works are considering more sensitivities and addressing more challenges to
produce precise analyzers which are aware of more and more
analysis specificities, where the number of sensitivities (cf. Figure 12a) and awareness (cf. Figure 12b) are calculated by adding
all the checks (3) appearing in Table 8 and Table 11 respectively for a given year. We further look into the ICC challenge
for static analyzers to show the rapid increase of publications
which deal with it.
RQ 4.1: Research on static analysis for Android is maturing, yielding more analysis approaches which consider more analysis sensitivities and are aware of more
specificities of Android.
5.4.2. Dealing with Analysis Challenges
We now discuss our findings on the different challenges addressed in analyses to make them static-, implicit-flow, alias, dynamic-code-loading-, reflection-, native-code-, and multithreading-aware.
We consider an approach to be static-aware when it takes
into account static object values in Java program to improve
an analysis’ precision. 32 approaches explicitly take this into
account. 30 primary publications consider aliases. Both challenges are the most considered in approaches from the literature
as they are essential for performing precise static analysis.
We found 23 primary publications which take into account
multi-threading. We further investigate these supports since
multi-threading is well-known to be challenging even in the
Java ecosystem. We note that those approaches partially solve
multi-threading issues in a very simple manner, based on a predefined whitelist of multi-threading mechanisms. For example,
when Thread.start() is launched, they simply bridge the gap between method start() and run() through an explicit call graph
edge. However, other complex multi-threading processes (e.g.,
those unknown in advance) or the synchronization among different threads are not yet addressed by the community of static
analysis researchers for Android apps.
Another challenge is on considering implicit flows, i.e., flow
information inferred from control-flow dependencies. Let us
take Listing 2 as an example, if an Android app does not send
out message 123 directly, but sends 123 times the word “count”,
the attacker can actually gain the same information as if the app
had directly sent the 123 value directly.
The remaining challenges include reflection, native code
and dynamic code loading (DCL) which are taken into account
by 15, 3 and 3 publications respectively.

dRadar [72].
RQ3: Only a small portion of state-of-the-art works
that perform static analysis on Android apps have
made their contributions available in public. Among
those approaches, only a few have evaluated their
approaches in both in-the-lab and in-the-wild experiments.
5.4. Trends and Overlooked Challenges
Although Android has already been released in 2008, research on analysing its programs has flourished in the last years.
We investigate the general trends in the research and make an
overview of the challenges that are (or are not) dealt with.
5.4.1. Trend Analysis
Fig. 11 shows the distribution of publications from our set
according to their year of publication. Research papers meeting
our criteria appear to have started in 2011, about two years and
a half after its commercial release in September 2008. Then, a
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Figure 11: Distribution of examined publications through published year.
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FUSE [70]
Gible et al. [73]
Graa et al. [75]
HelDroid [77]
Hopper [79]
IC3 [39]
IccTA [7]
IFT [82]
Lotrack [153]
Mann et al. [93]
MobSafe [96]
Pathak et al. [100]
Pegasus [102]
PerfChecker [155]
PermissionFlow [104]
Poeplau et al. [106]
Relda [109]
Rocha et al. [156]
SAAF [111]
Scandal [114]
SIF [157]
SMV-Hunter [120]
StaDynA [158]
Sufatrio et al. [121]
TASMAN [123]
THRESHER [159]
TrustDroid [125]
Vekris et al. [128]
Violist [160]
W2AIScanner [131]
WeChecker [134]
Wognsen et al. [135]
Woodpecker [137]
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Table 11: Summary through different aspects of static analysis.
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Others (Publications Without 3)
A3 [55], A3E [57], A5 [59], AAPL [61], ACTEve [63], Adagio [65], AdRisk [67], AnDarwin [49], AndRadar [72], Androguard2 [74], Androguard [76], android-app-analysis-tool [78],
AndroidLeaks [80], Androlizer [81], ApkCombiner [141], AppIntent [90], AQUA [142], AsyncDroid [143], AutoPPG [145], Bartel et al. [42], Bartsch et al. [97], Brahmastra [146], Chen
et al. [108], Chen et al. [110], CHEX [8], Choi et al. [147], CMA [116], COPES [41], Cortesi et al. [122], DescribeMe [129], DNADroid [48], DroidAlarm [138], DroidChecker [140],
EcoDroid [64], EvoDroid [148], Gallingani et al. [71], Gator2 [149], Gator3 [150], Gator [151], I-ARM-Droid [152], Jensen et al. [84], Julia [4], Lin et al. [87], Lu et al. [89], MalloDroid [91], MIGDroid [33], Nyx [43], ORBIT [154], PaddyFrog [98], Redexer [107], SADroid [112], SEFA [115], SIG-Droid [52], SmartDroid [118], Uranine [127], vLens [44], Wang
et al. [133], Zuo et al. [139]
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Table 11 provides information on which challenges are addressed by the studied papers.

6.3. Improving basic support tools such as Soot is a priority
The majority of research works reviewed in this SLR build
their analyses based on support tools such as Soot and WALA.
Unfortunately, these tools present various limitations. For example, the transformation performed by Soot to translate Dalvik
bytecode into Jimple and back to bytecode is still without guarantees that the rebuilt application is runnable (i.e., will not crash
during execution). Several approaches and tools that instrument
apps, such as AppSealer, are impacted by this limitation. It is
thus essential that researchers focus on contributing in improving the static analysis and transformations supported by these
support tools. It is noteworthy that a small improvement in the
performance of these tools (e.g., providing more precise call
graph) will benefit many more research approaches (e.g., all
the approaches relying on call graph construction).

RQ 4.2: There are a number of analysis challenges
that remain to be addressed more largely by the community to build approaches that are aware of implicitFlows, dynamic code loading features, reflective calls,
native code and multi-threading, so as to implement
sound and highly precise static analyzers.
6. Discussions
The findings yielded by investigating the research questions
of this SLR constitute many discussion points around the research and practice of Android.
6.1. Security will remain a strong focus of Android research
Static analysis of Android apps, as shown in the investigation of RQ1, is largely focused on uncovering security and
privacy issues. This suggests that security and privacy are a big
concern for both users and researchers nowadays. Several studies have already shown how the permission system can be misused [42] and more recently how app uninstallation can leave
residual data which can be exploited in attacks [176].
On the one hand, the open source nature of Android development code base is central in the interest that it generates in
the research community. While it is easy for malware writers
to find exploitable security holes, it is also easy for researchers
to collect data, perform experiments and test solutions on this
platform.
On the other hand, time-to-market pressure is substantially
higher in the mobile ecosystem than in traditional desktop computing, making testing a neglected concern by developers and
users.
Unfortunately, as revealed by Goseva-Popstojanova et al. [177],
which has been also confirmed by this SLR, the state-of-the-art
static analysis tools are not very effective in detecting security
vulnerabilities, showing that further advanced improvements to
techniques and tools for static code analysis are still needed.
6.2. Considering external code is essential for a sound analysis
There are two types of external code available in Android
apps outside the main classes.dex: Dalvik bytecode (often hidden via the extension of another file format such as xml) and
binary code. Dalvik bytecode can be accessed through reflection and dynamic code loading (DCL) while binary code can
be leveraged via the Java native interface (JNI) APIs. Unfortunately, as shown in Table 11, both DCL and native code are
rarely considered by the state-of-the-art static analyzers. As a
result, current analyses, which do not consider DCL and native
code in their implementation, miss the opportunity to discover
problems hidden inside external code, leading to incomplete results.

6.4. Sensitivities are key in the trade-off between precision and
performance
The more sensitivities a static analysis takes into account,
the more precise its results will be. However, as showcased
in FlowDroid [6], this precision will come at the cost of performance: execution then becomes time consuming, and may even
fail on more corner case apps. Limiting the sensitivities may
yield some false positives and false negatives, but will produce
an approach that could be successfully applied at the scale of
markets. For instance, an imprecise but fast approach could be
used to quickly filter a huge set of applications. The remaining
application set, which should be much smaller than the initial
set, is then analyzed using a more precise, but much slower,
analysis.
6.5. Android specificities can help improve code coverage and
limit over-approximations
Android specificities such as lifecycle awareness are a must
to consider in order to not miss any code of the application
related to individual Android components. For an ICC-aware
static analysis, handling the inter-component communication
precisely would increase the connectivity of the call-graph and
would thus reduce the overall analysis time. Indeed, some connection between components would now be recognized as overapproximations and will no longer be taken into account by the
analysis.
The analysis for Android specificities are often intertwined
with the main static analysis itself. The precision of one analysis has a direct impact on the other. For instance, the lifecycle
awareness requires to cover the whole call graph. Having a precise call graph, by handling many sensitivities, may increase
the precision in considering component’s lifecycle.
6.6. Researchers must strive to provide clean and reusable artifacts
Our SLR showed that most approaches select a subset of
challenges that they address directly within their implementation, while providing little opportunity for reuse in other approaches. Furthermore, only a few have made their tools publicly available. This leads to a situation where redundant con-
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tributions are made in the community without any comparison among state-of-the-art to further advance the research. Researchers should thus be strongly encouraged to make available
at least the datasets used in their assessment experiments.

the 20 top venues for potential missed publications (i.e., the
top-venue search), which may not be enough. However, the
attempt of searching on top ranked venues has guaranteed that
the influential16 papers have been taken into account. To further
mitigate this, we have also performed a backward-snowballing
based on the current primary publications.
Given our interest in systematic literature reviews, we are
likely to have made some errors on the side of including or excluding primary publications, although each “borderline” publication has been cross-checked by the authors of this SLR.
In order to share the heavy workload of data extraction, we
have split the collected primary publications between different
authors to perform the detailed examination. As suggested by
Brereton et al. [179], we have applied a cross-checking mechanism: for the data extracted by a researcher, we have assigned
it to another researcher to validate. However, some of the data
we extracted may be erroneous as well. As founded by Turner
et al. [180], the extractor/checker mode of working can lead
to data extraction and aggregation problems when there are a
large number of primary studies or the data is complex. To further mitigate the inevitable erroneous, we validate our extracted
data through their original authors.
The rank of the top 20 venues we select are based on their
h5-index, which may change from time to time. Besides, we
have heuristically removed some potentially irrelevant venues
(e.g., cryptography-related venues), even if it is rare, it is still
possible that we may miss publications from those venues.

6.7. The booming Android ecosystem is appealing for holistic
analysis
As shown in Table 10, the number of apps considered by
the state-of-the-art works is much less than the total number of
existing Android apps (e.g., over 2.4 million apps available on
Google Play)15 . Thus, there is a need to develop static analyzers
that are capable of market-scale analysis. Furthermore, since
attackers can orchestrate several apps to perform advanced attacks in order to bypass analyzers that only target single applications [178], there is also a need to perform compositional
analysis among multiple Android apps. Unfortunately, interapp analysis is not yet well investigated by the community.
As shown in Table 9, less than 5% of examined approaches
have taken into account inter-app analysis. More urgently, researchers should at least consider all the apps installed in a device as a whole to perform holistic analysis and contribute to
minimize end-user exposure to security threats.
6.8. Combining multiple approaches could be the key towards
highly precise analysis
Static analysis leads to over-approximations for multiple
reasons, one being that it analyzes all code, including dead
code. As a result, static analyses may generate false positives.
On the contrary, dynamic analyses under-approximates, as it is
challenging to cover all code, and thus tend to produce false
negatives. Both approaches are thus complementary and can
be combined to perform practical analyses. Typically, dynamic
analysis can focus on checking if the reported results of static
analysis are false positives, thus reducing the number of false
alarms.
Besides combining static and dynamic analysis approaches,
the community should consider also combining several static
approaches to conduct highly precise analysis. Recently, TASMAN [123] has proposed to perform targeted symbolic execution to remove false data leaks reported by FlowDroid, where
FlowDroid leverages static taint analysis to detect data leaks.
TASMAN’s promising results are encouraging for the research
direction on using multiple static approaches to ensure a minimum false positives in analysis approaches.

8. Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic literature review in the research area of static analysis of Android
apps. There is also no survey that specifically focuses on this research area. However, several Android security related surveys
have been proposed in the literature. Unlike our approach, these
approaches are actually not done systematically (not SLRs). As
a result, there are always some well-known publications missing. Indeed, our review in this report has shown better coverage
than those surveys in terms of publications in the area of static
analysis of Android apps.
Sufatrio et al. [10] present a survey on general Android security, including both static and dynamic approaches. This survey first introduces a taxonomy with five main categories based
on the existing security solutions on Android. Then, it classifies
existing works into those five categories and thereby comparatively examines them. In the end, this survey has highlighted
the limitation of existing works and also discussed potential future research directions. The survey shows in particular, that
most research solutions addressing security issues in Android
are leveraging static analysis. This relates to the finding in our
SLR that most static analysis works for Android target security concerns. In their discussion of static analysis for Android,

7. Threats To Validity
Although we have attempted to collect relevant papers as
much as possible by combining both repository search and topvenue search, our results may have still missed some relevant
publications. In particular, we have observed that currently the
state-of-the-art repository search engines (e.g., the one provided
by Springer) are not so accurate. Besides, we have only checked

16 Although it may not be always the case, we still believe that papers published in better venues can consequently acquire more impact.

15 https://www.statista.com/statistics/266210/number-of-availableapplications-in-the-google-play-store/
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they also enumerate the different challenges of Android programming (e.g., multiple entry points, GUI, call-backs in eventbased system, etc.) that analyzers must account for. In our SLR,
we detail those challenges and further clarify which works deal
with which challenge.
Faruki et al. [181] present another survey mainly focusing on a set of known Android malware detection approaches/tools, e.g., the growth of malware, the existence of antianalysis techniques (i.e., being able to detect and thus evade
analyzing systems [182]) . This survey highlights the need to
take into account the existence of anti-analysis techniques (i.e.,
techniques that allow a malicious sample to detect and evade
analysing systems [182]). For example, they discuss how traditional signature-based and static analysis-based approaches can
be vulnerable to stealthy techniques such as encryption. Eventually, it offers an overall overview for the directions that must
be taken to tackle the remaining issues in statically analyzing
Android apps.
Rashidi et al. [183] present another survey on existing Android security threats and security enforcement solutions. This
survey classifies Android security mechanisms into four dimensions: Information Leaks, Vulnerabilities (Privilege Escalation
and Colluding), Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, and App Clones.
Our SLR finds that security papers using static analysis indeed
target issues mainly in three of the dimensions they consider.
We did not find any work that statically detects or hints on DoS
attacks, which is reasonable. In contrast with their approach,
the systematic nature of the SLR, allowed us to find papers in
another security-related dimension, namely Cryptography misuses.
Haris et al. [184] present a survey focusing on privacy leaks
and their associated risks in mobile computing. This survey has
studied privacy in the area of mobile connectivity (e.g., cellular
and surveillance technology) and in the area of mobile sensing (e.g., users prospects on sensor data). Besides, the authors
have studied not only Android-specific leakages but also other
mobile platforms including iOS and Windows. Similarly, [185]
and [186] present state-of-the-art reviews with considering multiple mobile platforms.
More recently, Martin et al. [187] produced a technical report that reviews the state-of-the-art works on app store analysis
in the software engineering field. In their survey, they have reported both non-technical and technical information to learn behaviors and trends of software repositories. More specifically,
they have reviewed the literature works in 7 dimensions: API
Analysis, Feature Analysis, Review Analysis, Security, Store
Ecosystem, Size and Effort Prediction, and Others, including
127 non-technical and 60 technical papers. In their findings,
they report that security is a pervasive concern in reviewed papers. This finding is inline with one of our SLR finding stating
that static analysis is mainly used for the purpose of assessing
app security. The whole focus of their work is however different
from ours.
Sadeghi et al. [188] also present a technical report that studies the taxonomy and qualitative comparison of program analysis techniques, with a special focus on Android security. They
have examined 100 research papers, including both static anal24

ysis and dynamic analysis approaches. Comparing to this SLR,
we focus on static analysis of Android apps only. Among the
findings, Sadeghi et al. show that the most used intermediate
representation (IR) for their examined approaches are Jimple,
accounting for 29%, which is in line with our findings. Besides,
they also show that it is difficult to perform replication study on
security-based researches. Indeed, as what we have shown in
this SLR, most research tools and their evaluated artifacts are
not publicly available.
All in all, our SLR differs from all the aforementioned surveys in a way that we exclusively focus on static analysis of
Android apps. We believe those surveys can compliment ours
and thus to provide a better view on the landscape of Androidbased research.
9. Conclusions
Research on static analysis of Android apps is quickly maturing, producing more and more advanced approaches for statically uncovering security issues in app code. To summarize the
state-of-the-art and enumerate the challenges to be addressed by
the research community we have conducted a systematic literature review of publications on approaches involving the use of
static analysis on Android apps. In the process of this review,
we have collected 124 research papers published in Software
engineering, programming languages and security conference
and journal venues.
Our review has consisted in investigating the categories of
issues targeted by static analysis, the fundamental techniques
leveraged in the approaches, the implementation of the analysis itself (i.e., which analysis sensitivities are considered, and
what Android characteristics are taken into account?), how the
evaluation was performed, and whether the research output is
available for use by the community.
We have found that, (1) most analyses are performed to uncover security flaws in Android apps; (2) many approaches are
built on top of a single analysis framework, namely Soot; (3)
taint analysis is the most applied fundamental analysis technique in the publications; (4) although most approaches support
multiple sensitivities, path sensitivity appears overlooked; (5)
all approaches are missing to consider at least 1 characteristic
of Android programming in their analysis; (6) finally, research
contributions artifacts, such as tools and datasets, are often unpublished.
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